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Find friends app not working ios 13

Apple likes to surprise its users with small undocumented features that, when encountered, can be fun and even wonderful. But the new version of the iOS mobile operating system has something unexpected that can scare you. Many iPhone users will soon encounter this inconvenience, as most reviewers have recommended postponing the upgrade to iOS
13 on their devices and saying it's too buggy to wait for iOS 13.1, which was released on Tuesday. If you were waiting for an upgrade, this was a smart move. Those who have already put iOS 13 on their iPhone have already experienced it, which is a feature, not a bug. DECISION, DECISION: Should you get an iPhone 11? As always, it matters. When you
install the latest iOS, it removes the Find My Friends app. This is a program that allows you to see where your friends and family are located (provided they have given their consent, of course). In iOS 13 and 13.1, Find My Friends is replaced by an app called Find My. Despite its goofy name, it's quite useful, combining the capabilities of Find My iPhone -
which locates your Macs, iPhones, iPads, Apple Watch and AirPods - and Find My Friends into one app. (Eventually, it is expected to work with tracking tiles that Apple says are evolving.) If you have find my friends on your first home screen like I did, it will be gone after the 13.1 installation is complete and your layout icon will be in disarray. Look in the
Location folder on your iPhone and move the icon to your home screen to restore order to your universe. Apple executives talked about Find My during the unveiling of iOS 13 at this year's Worldwide Developers Conference, but most people with iPhones probably don't know about the change. But when you install iOS 13 or 13.1, there is no notification of
what happened – the app is just gone. This is especially annoying if you have placed the icon forward for quick access. RELEASE NOTES: Get Dwight Silverman's weekly tech newsletter in your inbox every Monday. If Apple included some type of notification, there would be less confusion. Even better, he should have put Find My in the same place where
Find My Friends was placed by the user. Just disappearing is a little rude. Content page loaded August 28, 2020 13:50 in response to Dcar-car In response to Dcar-car Hi Dcar-car,We understand that you have a problem with location services in the App Find Friends and we would like to help you. Steps here: If Find My Friends doesn't work, it will help you
with in-app issues. Please make sure to click on all the words listed in blue as they will provide more details. Have a nice day! August 28, 2020 13:50 Reply Useful Thread response - other options August 29, 2020 7:19 in response to Dcar-auto In response to Dcar-auto I definitely am! Loss of contact location information from anyone who upgraded to iOS
13.6.1. (No problem with contacts who don't upgrade)! This is a serious problem that Apple must address immediately! August 2020 7:19 Reply Useful (1) Thread response - other options September 1, 2020 08:19 in response to brenden dv In response to brenden dv It is not useful. I am fully aware of how to use privacy settings and location services. This
issue started with the latest iOS 13.6.1 update. Only if other members of my friends or family have the Find My app open can they be found. Location Services for this app allows you to use only the When You Use location. - Well guess what, not everyone in my family will use the app all the time. September 1, 2020 8:19 Answer Useful (3) Threaded
response - other options September 2, 2020 15:20 in response to Dcar-car In response to Dcar-car Dcar-car,Thanks for more information. Is there the same problem after selecting Share my location for each contact? Have a nice day! September 2, 2020 15:20 Answer Useful Thread response - other options September 2, 2020 15:20 in response to Dcar-car
In response to Dcar-car Dcar-car,Thanks for more information. Is there the same problem after selecting Share my location for each contact? Have a nice day! September 2, 2020 15:20 Answer Useful thread response - other options September 3, 2020 6:57 In response to Nicholas_B2 In response to Nicholas_B2 One device that works properly is the
iPhone 8 and is not updated to IOS 13.6.1, however I am not sharing my location with so it does not seem to have made my contact with every contact. September 3, 2020 6:57 Reply Useful Thread Response - Other Options September 3, 2020 17:27 in response to Dcar-car In response to Dcar-car Hey Dear-car, Thanks for providing this additional
information. We also recommend that you complete the steps below: Find friends and share your location with Find My so you can share your location and re-set the process. We've also released a new version of the software that should actually improve device performance. Be sure to back up your device before completing the update. This article here:
Updating your iPhone, iPad, or iPod will walk you through the backup and update steps. After the update is complete, test the problem again. If the issue isn't resolved after completing the steps in both articles, contact Apple Support for more help here: Get your day's help! September 3, 2020 17:27 Answer Useful thread response - other options Joy Taylor
Last updated: April 10, 2020 AnyTrans can help you transfer data such as contacts, messages, photos, music from old iPhone to new iPhone. Try it after reading this post about how to fix Find My Friends doesn't work. Find My Friends, known as Find My Friends, is a service that is originally provided to iOS users so they can share their locations with the
people they choose. Now Android users also have access to this app. Like all other apps, sometimes Find My Friends could go wrong and not work properly. If Find My Friends doesn't work on your iPhone, here are some fixes for you in this post. stop reading if you are an Android user, these methods also work on Android phones. How to fix Find My
Friends do not work Find My friends does not work while talking about Find My Friends does not work, people can refer to Find My Friends app not responding, Find my friends Inform me does not work or Find Friends location is not accurate. So here in this post we will talk about how to solve these problems one by one. Before you try these troubleshooting
processes, make sure you have the latest version of Find My Friends and the latest iOS (if you're an iOS user). 1 &gt; Fix Find My Friends not responding While Find My Friends doesn't respond, you can only force Find My Friends to close. When you close Find My Friends, your device won't appear on your friend's device, and geofence notifications from
Find My iPhone won't be delivered to your friends who are watching your device. By the way, please force close Find Friends app only in the state Find my friends does not respond, it is always not good to stop the app while it works. 2 &gt; Fix Find My Friends Notify Me Not Working This is one common notification issue and dozens of reasons can cause
this problem, but no matter how it happens, try the steps below when taking pictures. 1. Make sure that both your friends and your device support location notifications Normally most Android phones support location notifications, however when it comes to iOS users, you need an iPhone 4 or later, iPad 3d generation or later, iPod touch 5th generation with
iOS 6 or later to get notifications. 2. Make sure that both your friends &amp; you are somewhere with good signals Good signals make sure that the device can receive and send information from /to the internet. Going out and turning on Wi-Fi in settings could be useful for getting good signals. 3. Make sure to find my friends has turned on location services
on both devices, while Find My Friends on your phone is not provided with location, it is certain that other phones can't get notifications. To check if Find My Friends is turned on in location services, you must go to settings &gt; privacy services &gt; Location Services. If Find My Friends is muted, check Settings &gt; Restrictions to make sure you need to
change the restrictions. 4. Make sure that both your friends' and your device didn't stop sharing location Sometimes we could accidentally turn off the Find My Friends app in an accident or the device is off power, all this could lead to a sudden stop sharing location. This can be confirmed by a mere call. 3 &gt; Fix Find My Friends Location Not accurate
Generally speaking, finding my friends is accurate, but it takes time to really find your location. If find my friends location isn't accurate, why don't you wait a few minutes for the exact location to appear? If Find My Friends still doesn't show exact places, maybe it's just because have signed in to Find My Friends on multiple devices. Check which of your
devices your friends can see and sign out to find friends on other devices. Tá Tá Line This is all how to fix some common problems that connect to search for my friends does not work, including Find my friends unresponsive, Find my friends Inform me does not work and Find my friends location is not accurate. Please give this post as like or share this post
with others if you find it useful. By the way, if you decided to upgrade to iPhone 8, AnyTrans can help you transfer data from iPhone to new iPhone, why don't you download it and try it? Try?
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